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Abstract
The emerging use of the Internet for remote storage and
backup has led to the problem of verifying that storage sites
in a distributed system indeed store the data; this must often be done in the absence of knowledge of what the data
should be. We use m/n erasure-correcting coding to safeguard the stored data and use algebraic signatures—hash
functions with algebraic properties—for verification. Our
scheme primarily utilizes one such algebraic property: taking a signature of parity gives the same result as taking the
parity of the signatures. To make our scheme collusionresistant, we blind data and parity by XORing them with
a pseudo-random stream. Our scheme has three advantages over existing techniques. First, it uses only small
messages for verification, an attractive property in a P2P
setting where the storing peers often only have a small upstream pipe. Second, it allows verification of challenges
across random data without the need for the challenger to
compare against the original data. Third, it is highly resistant to coordinated attempts to undetectably modify data.
These signature techniques are very fast, running at tens to
hundreds of megabytes per second. Because of these properties, the use of algebraic signatures will permit the construction of large-scale distributed storage systems in which
large amounts of storage can be verified with minimal network bandwidth.

1. Introduction
As the Internet has increased in speed and bandwidth,
remote storage of data over the network has become feasible. Peer-to-peer (P2P) storage systems, especially those
based on the so-called Distributed Object Location and Retrieval (DOLR) systems [11] such as Oceanstore [18] are an
important class of such systems. Systems like these face a
number of challenges such as data privacy, protection of the
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data against alteration, data loss due to node unavailability
and the free rider problem. In this paper, we introduce new
techniques based on algebraic signatures that allow a “data
origination site” to verify that a a remote site is storing data
correctly, or whether a number of sites that collectively store
a collection of objects is doing so correctly. Our scheme
does not need the original data for its check, and only two
small messages need be exchanged for each check. Both of
these properties should be attractive to designers of remote
storage schemes.
As peer-to-peer technology has matured, a number
of systems such as Oceanstore [18], Intermemory [13],
Ivy [27], PAST [32], Starfish [12], FarSite [1] have been
built to utilize remote data storage. To protect against failure, this data is stored redundantly using either pure replication or m/n erasure coding. Similarly, Lillibridge, et al. [19]
propose a scheme where participants mutually store each
other’s backup data. All these schemes store data on sites
that cannot be trusted. In addition to peer unavailability,
they must face the problem of free riders. Free riders only
pretend to store others’ data and thus enjoy the benefits of
remote storage of their data without incurring any costs of
their own. Our approach can be used to address the free
rider problem as well as the more general problem of involuntary data loss or generic data corruption by using a system
of challenges and responses. The naı̈ve algorithm requests
random blocks of data from the storage site, verifying them
against the locally-stored data. This is particularly easy in
a remote back-up scheme, since the original of the data is
still available, but becomes quite difficult in remote storage
systems where the original is not retained. DOLR and other
P2P storage systems that use redundancy in storage face an
additional problem of assuring that all data reflects the same
state. While stale data in a replicated system might still be
useful, stale parity data in a scheme based on erasure coding
usually prevents the reconstruction of the application data in
case of need.
In a peer-to-peer system, nodes might not have a high
bandwidth connection; furthermore, many such nodes, in-
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2. Related Work

cluding those in homes, have an asymmetric connection that
limits uploads but has ample download capacity. A peer
with such a connection can still store archival data that has
little likelihood to be read, albeit storing such data slowly. A
naı̈ve challenge scheme, however, will regularly use the narrow upstream path and thus lead to noticeable performance
losses.

Using hashes or signatures to condense the contents of
stored data blocks into a few bytes for comparison purposes is a generic technique that has been used for a long
time. The particular formula for the single symbol signature is similar to the one that was used by Harrison [15]
for pattern searches. Rabin used the same type of formula for fingerprinting [28] and later analyzed it with Karp
for remote pattern matching [17]. In another context, the
calculation of a supersignature from page signatures used
for file comparison was used by Schwarz, Bowdidge, and
Burkhard [34] and further expended and analyzed by Litwin
and Schwarz [22] for use in Scalable Distributed Data
Structures. Broder, et al. use fingerprinting and a technique called shingling to measure the difference of documents [5, 6].
There are many schemes that make extensive use of the
Internet for wide-area storage. For example, Lillibridge, et
al. propose a scheme to back up user data over the Internet [19]. They verify the honesty of the storage providers
by a simple challenge-response scheme, where the data
owner asks the storer to retrieve a randomly chosen block
to the owner. Other peer-to-peer storage systems, especially
those based on Distributed Object Location and Retrieval
(DOLR) [11] can similarly benefit from the algorithms we
provide to check remotely stored data using techniques such
as those proposed by Caronni and Waldvogel [7].
OceanStore [18] uses anonymity of the data owner to
protect the data as well as periodic checks by Oceanstore
itself that all data is still available. It uses erasure correcting codes (m/n codes with relatively high values for m, n,
and r = n/m) to protect the data against site unavailability and failure, and performs checks to ensure that all data
is accessible. It protects against malicious deletion by using global sweeps in which the data owners sweep through
data under their control. The correctness of the data is verified by checking every byte of the data; this requires that
OceanStore either trust the remote nodes to correctly verify
their information or that the remote nodes return the data
and checksums to a trusted node for verification. Intermemory [13] is another large-scale, distributed, fault-tolerant
archival system that encrypts and erasure-encodes data and
stores them on untrusted sites. PAST [32] and CFS [10]
are also global-scale storage systems, but of read-only data
protected by replication. Ivy [27] is a read-write P2P file
system in which malicious failures are discovered “after the
fact;” the use of our techniques might enable such a system
to proactively discover failures. Starfish [12] replicates data
items three-fold and uses a write quorum of two of the three
sites to update them, though the parameters can of course be
generalized. Like OceanStore, PASIS [14] uses m/n codes
to store data, but it also uses m/n codes to provide some

An “ideal” versatile challenge-response scheme should
use only small challenges and responses. It should allow the
challenger to test unpredictably so that the responder cannot
just simply precompute and store all challenges instead of
the data. It should be able to detect changes in the stored
data and in particular should discover the most frequent data
corruptions, such as very minute changes or permutation of
blocks. Finally, it should be able to check whether parity in
a storage scheme using erasure correcting codes is coherent
with the data without regenerating the parity data from the
application data.
Our scheme fulfills all these criteria as long as the erasure correcting code is calculated using only XOR operations; such codes include X-codes [35], EvenOdd [2, 3],
row-diagonal parity [9], and linear codes over a Galois field
such as the popular Reed-Solomon codes [24]. Our signatures are algebraic signatures [22, 33]—hashes or checksums with algebraic properties. These are sometimes called
“Rabinesque,” after Michael Rabin who used a similar formula in the Karp-Rabin pattern matching algorithm and another similar formula to identify similarities between documents.
Our techniques work for systems that store data redundantly at a remote site by adding some parity data, generated by a linear erasure-correcting m/n code. For added
security, the data or parity can be “blinded” (encrypted) by
XORing it with with a pseudo-random stream. Both the
erasure-correcting code and the pseudo-random stream can
be easily regenerated by anyone knowing a secret. When a
system wants to verify the data, it asks the storing sites to
each return a signature calculated over a specified part of
the data. The requesting system can then determine, solely
based on the secret and the returned signatures, whether the
returned values can reflect valid data. A random chosen answer has a probability of 2−l of being correct, where l is the
length of the answer in bits. Thus, with just a few random
queries, our techniques can verify that a remote site or set
of sites is indeed likely to be storing data correctly.
In this paper, we first discuss previous work in DOLR
systems, focusing on techniques used to verify that remote
data is correctly stored. We then describe the algebraic signatures that our approach uses. Next, we describe the protocols that we use to request and verify signatures, followed
by implementation and performance results. We conclude
with future directions for our work.
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level of security. Unlike more recent systems, first generation file sharing systems such as Napster, Gnutella [31],
and Freenet [8] also store data remotely, but tend to not
pay attention to the validation and availability of the data.
LOCKSS [25] replicates data among multiple library sites
and uses voting techniques based on the exchange of cryptographically strong signatures of each library’s copy of a
particular file. This technique works in LOCKSS because
each library must keep a copy of the file, allowing it to verify the cryptographic hash against its own copy. Because
these P2P systems store data on remote untrusted nodes,
they could all benefit from the use of algebraic signatures
for remote storage verification.

, and is itself a single symbol. Sometimes, it is useful to
have slightly larger signatures, as can be obtained by concatenating several signatures:
sig(n,α ) = (sigα 0 , sigα 1 , sigα 2 , . . . sigα n−1 )
sign,α for certain α can detect any changes of up to
n symbols [22]. The simple as well as the concatenated
signature are linear in the string over which they are
calculated. An interesting consequence of linearity is that
we can combine signature calculation with blinding the
data by XORing the data with a pseudo-random string.
Basically, if X is the plaintext and Y the pseudo-random
string, then sigα (X ⊕ Y ) = sigα (X) ⊕ sigα (Y ). Signatures
interact in a similar way with various erasure and error
correcting codes that use only the XOR operation, as do
Hellerstein’s proposal [16], EvenOdd[2], row-diagonal
parity [9], and convolutional array codes [3]. More importantly, linear m out of n codes also have this property. More
precisely, assume that we have an erasure correcting code
that calculates k parity containers P1 , . . . Pk from the m data
buckets D1 , D2 , . . . Dm as Pi = ℘i (D1 , D2 . . . Dm ). Then
sigα (℘i (D1 , . . . , Dm )) = ℘i (sigα (D1 ), . . . , sigα (Dm )).
Another way of putting this property is that
(sigα (D1 ), . . . sigα (Dm ), sigα (P1 ) . . . sigα (Pk )) is a code
word in the code. The proof of this and other properties can
be found elsewhere [22, 33].
These algebraic signatures are called often Rabinesque
after Michael Rabin, who used a formula of similar type
to define fingerprints [17, 28] in a similar setting and make
use of their algebraic properties for what is now known as
the Karp-Rabin pattern matching algorithm and for fingerprinting. The same formula was also used for fast file comparison [34]. Fingerprinting and a technique called shingling can also be used to measure the difference of documents [5, 6]. Our use of algebraic signatures essentially
compresses the contents of a large portion of data into a very
small entity that changes if the data is changed a little bit.
In this way, it is similar to “cryptographically secure” hash
functions such as MD5, SHA-1, and SHA-256, though algebraic signatures are not cryptographically secure because
it is easy to deliberately construct two strings that have the
same algebraic signature. Using a SHA-type hash function
allows for the comparison of files with very small messages,
but only if the local system maintains a copy of the objects
whose remote storage is to be verified.

3. Random Parity and Signatures
We propose to use a conjunction of algebraic
signatures—small strings calculated from substrings of
stored data in a way that has exploitable algebraic
properties—and redundant storage generated with the help
of linear, maximum distance separable error control codes.
We use the same mathematical structure, a Galois field
G F (2 f ) to define both.
In order to operate on the data, we treat it as a stream
of symbols that are bit strings of length f , with typical values f = 8 or f = 16. The 2 f different symbols form the
elements of a Galois field G F (2 f ) in which we can add,
multiply, divide by, and subtract with the same rules as are
valid for these operations in the better known field of real
numbers. In G F (2 f ), addition is the same as subtraction
and both are the same as the XOR operation. The zero in
this field is the string with only zeroes (e. g., 0000 0000
for f = 8). The definition and implementation of multiplication is somewhat more involved, but there are standard
implementation techniques [24] for it.
The most important property of algebraic signatures for
our purposes is that calculating parity and taking a signature
commute. In other words, the algebraic signature of a parity
container can be calculated solely using the signatures of the
data containers. This is true as long as we use the same field
in calculating the signature and the parity, and the erasure
correcting code is a linear code. Such codes include the
simple parity code that calculates parity as the XOR of data.
The remainder of this section describes algebraic signatures
in detail and how the parity codes are generated.

3.1. Algebraic Signature Definition

3.2. Generating Random Linear Codes

An algebraic signature of a string (of symbols) x0 , x1 ,
. . . xN−1 is simply defined by

Our proposal includes security in its more ambitious
variant, described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, from customtailoring the parity generating code to the stored object. We
use a systematic, linear erasure correcting code [24] over a

N−1

sigα (x0 , x1 , . . . , xN−1 ) =

∑ xν · α ν

ν =0
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Galois field such as G F (28 ) or G F (216 ) in a fairly standard way. We create m data containers of approximately
equal size; the m containers can be filled with parts of the
same object or unrelated objects. To this, we add k parity
containers of the same size as the data containers using the
algorithm described in this section. We refer to the collection of n = m + k data and parity containers as a reliability
group. If a single object is distributed among the containers,
this is similar to a variant of Rabin’s Information Dispersal
Algorithm [29].

For our starting point, we use Vandermonde matrices


Va1 ,...,an

(D1 , D2 , . . . Dm ) · G = (D1 , D2 , . . . Dm , P1 , P2 . . . Pk )
defines the contents P1 , P2 , . . . Pk of the k parity containers,
again as a column vector of symbols. Property 1 insures that
the multiplication reproduces the data container columns.
Property 2 means that given any m of the n containers in the
reliability group, we can solve a linear equation to recalculate the remaining k containers, i. e., our code is an m/n
erasure correcting code. As such, it also has error correcting capabilities: given all n containers, we can identify one
or a few altered containers and repair them.
As mentioned earlier, we must be able to generate different codes. To do this, we first define a family of m × n
matrices that has Property 1. Next, we observe that elementary row transformations (adding a multiple of one row to
another row, exchanging two rows, and multiplying a row
with a non-zero Galois field element) leave Property 1 intact. Using these transformations, we can use the Gaussian elimination algorithm (for linear equations) in order
to transform the matrix into a generator matrix in the right
form



Ga1 ,...an = 


1
0
..
.

0
1
..
.

···
···
..
.

0
0
..
.

P̂1,1
P̂2,1
..
.

···
···
..
.

P̂1,k
P̂2,k
..
.

0

0

···

1

P̂m,1

···

P̂m,k

1
a2
a2 2
..
.

···
···
···
..
.

1
an
an 2
..
.

a1 m−1

a2 m−1

···

an m−1









These have Property 1 if the a1 , a2 , . . . an are all different.
Thus, there are (2 f )(2 f − 1) . . . (2 f − n + 1) ways to generate such a Vandermonde matrix over G F (2 f ). In lieu of a
Vandermonde matrix, we can use an m × n Cauchy matrix
1
. This matrix has Property 1
C = (ci, j ) in which ci, j = ai +b
j
if the m + n parameters a1 , a2 , . . . , am , b1 , b2 , . . . , bm are
all pairwise different. This condition imposes a limit on the
number of parameters of the m/n code, namely m + n ≤ 2 f
for Cauchy matrices with coefficients in G F (2 f ) and n ≤
2 f for Vandermonde matrices. In both cases, the contents
of the parity matrix (P̂i, j )—the right half of Ga1 ,a2 ,...an —
can be given as a complex function of the parameters, but
in practice, calculating the parity matrix with the Gaussian
elimination algorithm is simpler and faster. The algorithm
starts by selecting the coefficient in the first row and column as a pivot. It multiplies the first row in order to turn the
pivot into 1. It then adds a multiple of the first row to generate zeroes elsewhere in the first column. It then proceeds
row by row, selecting the coefficients in the main diagonal
as pivots. It turns out that because we start with a matrix
with Property 1, none of the pivots will ever be zero. This
leads to a slightly streamlined generator matrix generating
algorithm. In consequence, the total number of arithmetic
operations is always less than or equal to 2m2 n.
The generation of parity data themselves is also reasonably efficient. As with all linear codes over G F (2 f ), parity
calculation involves multiplying data symbols by the matrix
coefficients pi j and XOR operations. There are erasure correcting codes that only use XOR operations [23], but as it
turns out, extensive use of look-up tables for matrix multiplication gives competitive parity generation performance.
This type of code has been used for LH*RS [20, 21] and
gave reasonable performance times.
The number of possible parity matrices is quite large.
There are 2 f !/(2 f − n)! possible ways to generate a sequence of n different values among the 2 f symbols in the
Galois field. Even if we use the tiny G F (28 ) and generate
only one parity chunk, then there are 28 − 1 possible parity
encodings. If we only generate one parity chunk, then we
can generate the parity matrix ad hoc as any single column
matrix with non-zero coefficients. This gives us 2 f − 1 possibilities for each parity matrix coefficient. In addition, by
multiplying the columns, we can increase the possibilities
further. Again, for security considerations, one has to keep
in mind that any false guess by an attacker leads to a false

Our codes are defined by a m× n generator matrix G that
has the following two properties: (1) Every m × m submatrix of G (formed by selecting m columns) of G is invertible.
(2) The first m columns of G is the identity matrix. Let D1 ,
D2 , . . . Dm be the contents of the data containers written as
a column vector with symbols as the coefficients. Then






=



1
a1
a1 2
..
.







In addition to elementary row transformations, multiplying any column of a matrix with a non-zero Galois field
element also retains Property 1. Thus, if required, we can
additionally multiply the last k columns by a non-zero Galois field element in order to create even more generator
matrices.
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answer to a challenge, and that, in the secure versions of
our protocol, a malicious storage site cannot easily check
the correctness of its made-up answers.
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4. Signature-Based Challenges
Data origination sites typically want to check whether
remote sites actually store the data entrusted to them. Often, origination sites maintain their own copy of the data.
For such situations, Lillibridge, et al. [19] propose to ask
the storage site to send a small, randomly-selected chunk of
stored data to verify that the remote site is storing all of the
data that has been sent to it. By selecting the start and end
locations randomly, the test ensures that the storage site did
not simply precompute and store signatures and discard the
actual data. This approach has three drawbacks, however.
First, the storage site must return the entire range of data, requiring a lot of upstream bandwidth. Second, this approach
reveals the data; Lillibridge, et al. note that a malicious user
could retrieve its data in this way. Third, the originating site
must retain the original data for comparison, though this is
not an issue if the originating site can ask all of the storage
sites for the same range of their storage.
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We improve on existing approaches that require all of the
data to be returned by asking the storing site to simply calculate and return an algebraic signature for a range chosen
by the requester rather than the data that it covers. The originating site can verify that data has been stored correctly by
combining this signature with signatures from other storing sites. Since the parity of the signatures is the same as
the signature of the parity, the originating site can check
the signatures and, if there is sufficient redundancy in the
error-correcting code, even identify the site that presented
an incorrect signature. Unlike previous approaches, these
signature calculations do not require that the originating
site retain the data for comparison; the signatures alone suffice for verification. Additionally, this approach reduces the
amount of message data that must be sent and reveals little
information about the original data, allowing a third party to
conduct the verification without fear of compromising data.
This approach is shown in Figure 1.
This simple procedure withstands two basic attacks.
First, each response reveals some data and an attacker reading network traffic might be able to reconstruct the data,
assuming that neither neither data nor messages are encrypted. As we will see, even if we do not use encryption, the information leakage is rather small because signatures are small and stored objects large. Second, and
more importantly, a storing site could precompute answers
to all possible challenges and store them instead of the
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Figure 1. Basic storage, signature request
and verification protocol.

data. This only benefits the cheating storage site if the answers take less place than the actual data itself. This can
be overcome by using a simple challenge request that supplies hx, n, si for a given block, or set of blocks, where x
is the starting offset, n is the number of samples, and s is
the stride (all values in words). The storage site then calculates sig[α ](dx , dx+s , dx+2s , . . . , dx+(n−1)s), where dk is the
kth word of the block or set of blocks. Since the number
of possible signatures is much higher than the actual size
of the block, the storage site saves space by doing the right
thing and simply storing the data rather than potential signatures. Note that, if needed, the number of signatures can
be further increased by also specifying the α -parameter in
the signature challenge.
Using the above scheme, the data originator can easily check that all of the remote data covered by the
signatures has been stored correctly. The data originator, or anyone else who gets the signatures, can com5

pute parity[sig(d0 ), . . . , sig(dk−1 )] and compare the result to
sig(parity), which was received from the system storing the
parity for d0 , . . . , dk−1 . Since parity calculations and algebraic signature operations commute, as discussed in Section 3, the two results should be equal. If they are not
equal, and there is sufficient error correcting information,
it is even possible to identify the signature that is incorrect.
Note that anyone can perform this check, not just the data
originator, since the verification does not require original
data. In addition, the verification does not release much information about the original data, since only a few bytes of
signature information are returned from each storage site.
This prevents a malicious system from using this technique
to retrieve data surreptitiously—it would take thousands of
randomly-selected queries to retrieve sufficient signatures
to be able to solve for the original data. If necessary, storage
sites can refuse to answer “clustered” signature queries that
might be used to derive the underlying data. Alternatively,
storage sites may refuse to provide signatures for fewer than
n of data words; recovery of the underlying data will require
O(n) signatures.
The technique we describe—calculating signatures on a
portion of the data and returning just the signatures—can be
done using more conventional hash algorithms such as MD5
and SHA-1. However, this approach suffers from a significant problem: the system requesting the signature must either keep the original data or precompute and store the signature values for any queries it plans to make. For example,
a system might decide to precompute the hash values for
1,000 queries to each of twenty systems storing either data
or parity. This approach could be done without algebraic
signatures. However, if the 1,000 queries are exhausted,
perhaps after a few months of use, the storage sites could
simply remember the results of the previous 1,000 queries
and discard the actual data, knowing that they would not
receive any “new” queries for which they would have to retrieve data. Our approach has no such limitation because
the results of any signature query can be verified mathematically, eliminating the need to precompute queries and
results.

data originator to safeguard the signature verification process with a minimum of storage overhead.
In our storage scheme, we store data in containers of
equal size. We form a reliability group out of m of these
containers to which we add an additional k parity chunks of
the same size, so that the group contains n = m + k chunks.
This configuration can tolerate k unavailable sites by recalculating any missing data chunks from a total of m data or
parity chunk. It can also find up to ⌊k/2⌋ chunks in error and correct them. Even if we are not interested in erasure protection, we still generate some parity chunks to enable remote storage checking. The code used for the generation of the parity chunks uses the same Galois field as
our signatures, but is different for each reliability group. It
is always a linear, m/n code, and is described in detail in
Section 3.2. We envision reasonably large chunks, so that
the overhead of generating the codes is small. For example, we can derive the code from a secure hash function
h(object id, server secret, use parameter), where object id
identifies the reliability group, the server secret is used to
prevent remote sites from deriving the same function, and
use parameter varies for each use of the hash function, as
described below.
If enough of the storage sites collaborate, they can foil
our scheme by first calculating the parity code, which
amounts to solving a system of linear equations. To do so,
they use about m·k symbols from the data and parity chunks
to solve for the m · k coefficients of the generator matrix,
as described in Section 3.2. An initial, and rather difficult
challenge for the attackers would be to identify the data and
parity chunks that make up a reliability group. A “security by obscurity” mindset would consider the difficulties in
finding related storage blocks sufficient protection, but we
can do better with very little overhead.
To prevent multiple sites from collaborating to fabricate consistent data and the signatures that go with them,
we use two techniques: randomly-generated transformation
matrices for parity, and “blinding” the parity values using a
pseudo-random stream of data. The latter transformation is
accomplished by using a stream-based encryption algorithm
such as RC4 with a seed derived from the hash function described above. By blinding the parity information using a
pseudo-random stream, multiple sites cannot uncover the
parity code because they no longer have all of the values
needed for the set of linear equations. The transformation
functions must still be kept secret, however, since malicious
sites that knew the transformation function but not the encryption stream could calculate the expected parity and thus
recover the stream values, allowing them to substitute new
values. It is only the combination of encrypted parity and
secret parity matrices that prevents collusion.
The first step in generating parity under this scheme is
to generate random parity matrices, as described in Sec-

4.2. Collusion Resistance
The technique in Section 4.1, while it avoids the problems inherent in existing approaches, still suffers from a
drawback: sites that collude can modify data or even make
up signatures as long as they are internally consistent. In
other words, a site receiving signatures can verify that the
parity matches the data, but it cannot tell whether all of the
sites colluded to provide fake signatures and then generated
parity for them. To address this shortcoming, we developed a modification of the original protocol that allows a
6

4.3. Verifying Storage on a Single Server

tion 3.2. These matrices are generated using the output
of the hash function described above; each data chunk in
each “row” has its own parity matrix. The specific matrix
used for each chunk is thus a secret that the data originator
knows, but that the storage sites do not know and have no
way of solving for. Using these parity matrices, the originating site calculates the kth parity word in the jth parity
chunk:

Because the collusion-resistant technique described in
Section 4.2 cannot be broken by multiple entities, each of
which holds part of the data, it is also resistant to subversion
attempts from a single storage system. This property makes
it attractive for storage verification for remote storage systems. Traditionally, remote storage on a single device is verified in one of two ways. First, the remote storage system
might return an entire chunk of data. If this data is stored
with appropriate protections [26, 30], the originating system can verify that the data was indeed stored and retrieved
correctly and not corrupted. However, this approach suffers from the need to actually return the entire data chunk,
and is not appropriate for verifying large amounts of storage
because of the network bandwidth required. Typically, the
entire chunk has to be retrieved because there is no way to
verify less than a full chunk. A second approach would be
to simply return the signature of a chunk rather than the
data itself. As described earlier, however, this approach
only requires that the storage server keep the signature, and
provides no guarantee that the underlying chunk is actually
stored.
Algebraic signatures provide a third alternative that has
the advantages described earlier: verification of a relatively
large data chunk by randomly sampling the data that make
it up and returning the signature. Since the data is all stored
on the same device, there is little benefit to having multiple
parity chunks; a single parity chunk is sufficient to allow
verification. A system that wants to store m data chunks
computes parity across them as described in Section 4.2,
and then stores the m data chunks and single parity chunk
on the one server. The overhead is thus 1/m, and can be
very low if m is relatively large. Since all of the chunks are
stored on the same server, m could be kept large by breaking
up any chunk into m equal size pieces and computing parity
across them.
To verify that the storage server is maintaining the data
chunks, the data originator can send an hx, n, si request to
the storage server, which then computes and returns the signatures of the data chunks and parity chunk. These values are returned to the data originator, which can verify the
integrity of the randomly-selected sequence of data as described in Section 4.2. As an added benefit, the data originator can correct errors in a single chunk if there are media
errors on the storage system’s disk.

p j,k = P̂0, j d0,k ⊕ P̂1, j d1,k ⊕ · · · ⊕ P̂m−1, j dm−1,k
The parity chunk is then XORed with a pseudo-random
stream generated by RC4 or a similar algorithm, seeded
with a value derived from the above hash function; thus, the
value stored for the parity word above would be p j,k ⊕ r j,k ,
where r j,k is the kth value of the pseudo-random stream for
parity chunk j. If the chunks are large, it may be helpful to
reseed RC4 every 4 KB or 8 KB to make verification faster.
Verification of the parity in this approach is similar to
verification in the basic, insecure approach. As before, the
data origination site sends a challenge of the form hx, n, si
to each of the storage sites and has them return the algebraic signature as before. However, the originating site must
now remove the blinding factor from the parity signature.
This is done by computing the signature of the values in the
pseudo-random stream selected by hx, n, si and XORing it
with the parity signature. The result should be the parity of
the data signatures. Since it is difficult to generate only the
desired values from the random stream without generating
the other values, this approach typically requires that the
verifying system produce the entire pseudo-random stream
from the start. By allowing the stream to restart every 4 KB
or 8 KB, this time can be reduced by allowing the stream to
be generated from the nearest block boundary.
Note that this technique blinds the parity, but stores the
data unencrypted. It is also possible to store the data encrypted but leave the parity unencrypted, or to leave both
the data and parity encrypted. If the data is to be stored encrypted, a data word stored as d j,k ⊕ r j,k , where r j,k is the
kth word of the pseudo-random data stream for the jth data
chunk. Parity is still calculated on the raw, unencrypted
data. This approach has nearly the same security as encrypting the parity; collaborating storage servers only have
the encrypted data, but they need the unencrypted values
as well as the P̂ matrices to construct valid parity. However, when there are more parity chunks than data chunks. it
would be possible to solve for the unencrypted data values;
essentially, this would involve using k > m cleartext parity
chunks to reconstruct m cleartext data chunks. In such a
situation, the parity chunks must be encrypted regardless of
whether the data chunks are encrypted.

5. Implementation and Performance Issues
We implemented a large number of different signature
calculation algorithms to calculate compound signatures of
size 4 B and of 8 B using underlying fields of G F (28 ) and
G F (216 ). We then tested them on two systems running
7

8 B signature over G F (28 ) we multiply with α , α 2 , . . . α 6 ;
the first component signature only uses XORing. We can
save space and implement all multiplications by a power of
α by successive look-ups to a single multiplication-by-α
table. This strategy works reasonably well in the case of
G F (216 ), but results differ based on the cache sizes. For
the smaller field G F (28 ), individual tables seem to be almost always better.

void MultiplyByAlpha(GFElement x)
{
if(x != 0) {
x = antilog[log[x]]+1];
}
return x;
}
Figure 2. Explicit multiplication by α method
using logarithms and antilogarithms

An alternative is the use of logarithms and antilogarithms. We pick an α that is a primitive element. Accordingly, each Galois field element β can be written as
β = α i and the power i—uniquely determined between 0
and 2 f − 1—is the logarithm of β . Conversely, β is the
antilogarithm of i. We can now exploit the properties of
logarithms to calculate generic products with a logarithm
and antilogarithm table. Figure 5 gives the idea in pseudocode applied to multiplication with α , which also extends
to other powers of α . The test for zero can be avoided by
defining log(0) to be a small, negative number and extending the antilogarithm table accordingly. Often, the resulting
variant is slightly faster.

Windows XP SP2: a desktop, with a 3 GHz Pentium 4 dual
processor with 512 MB memory, and a laptop with a 2 GHz
Pentium 4 Centrino processor and 1 GB of memory.
For completeness sake, we describe in broad strokes the
best algorithms to calculate signatures. Recall that our signature consists of different component signatures. For example, if we calculate a 8 B signature using G F (28 ) over
a (non-contiguous) substring B of a container, we actually
calculate in parallel
(sig1 (B), sigα (B), sigα 2 (B), . . . , sigα 7 (B)) .

Another technique for signature calculations uses a
scheme invented by Broder [4], and is based on the most
basic way of defining multiplication in G F (2 f ) as polynomial multiplication modulo a generator polynomial. The
multiplication by the unknown X can then be performed by
a left shift and XORing with an entity corresponding to the
generator polynomial. We can identify α with the unknown
so that multiplication by α consists of a left shift operation
followed by an conditional XOR. It turns out that evaluating the condition is quite expensive and that the resulting
implementation can have terrible runtimes. Broder recognized that one can perform several shift operations at once,
consult a table that incorporates a number of decisions and
use the table contents as the XOR-operand. The resulting
implementations in general have excellent run-times, even
though, in contrast to the table method, we must also multiply with X 2 , and sometimes with X 3 and X 4 as well, since
we use compound signatures.

Here, the first signature, sig1 (B), is the XOR of all the symbols in B.
We can of course calculate a component signature
sigα i (B) according to its definition. It is slightly faster to
op
calculate signatures from the back, i.e. to calculate sigα i (B)
N−1−ν . We can now use a Horner scheme to
= ∑N−1
ν =0 bi · α
calculate


sigα i (Bop ) = (b1 α i + b2)α i + b3 . . . α i + bN−1 α i + bN
Thus, we build the signature processing a symbol at a time.
At each step, we multiply the current result with α i and then
add the next symbol to it. Addition is done with XOR and
hence fast; thus, the problem is fast multiplication by α i .
One simple possibility for implementing multiplication
by α is to use a table. This turns out to be efficient if the
tables fit into the L1 cache, i. e., for G F (28 ). For multiplication with α in G F (216 ), we break a 16 bit symbol s
into the left and the right part of 8 bits each. Using shift
operations in C, we calculate them as left(s) = s ≫ 8 and
right(s) = s&0xff, respectively. We generate two tables
with entries between 0 and 0xff, tleft and tright, defined
by tleft[i] = (i ≪ 8) · α and tright[i] = i · α . Therefore,
α · s = tleft[left(s)] + tright[right(s)]. For example, if s =
0xabcd, then left(s) = 0xab, right(s) = 0xcd, tleft[0xab] =
0xab00 · α , and tright[0xcd] = 0x00cd · α . It turns out that
this “double table” method is somewhat faster than a single multiplication table because both tables can now reside
in the L1 cache. However, we also need to optimize multiplication by powers of α . For example, if we calculate an

In our experiments, particular implementations of
Broder’s method were always the best, but were sometimes
equalled by table-based methods. Their speed came close
to just calculating the 4 B XOR checksum of the data. Calculating a signature over 32 B in every 512 B block reached
a throughput of over 900 MB/sec on the 2 GHz laptop and
over 700 MB/sec on the desktop machine, falling to about
40 MB/sec on both once data had to be accessed from the
disk. Based on our experiments, the performance bottleneck for algebraic signatures is clearly the data transfer rate
between disk and memory.
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6. Conclusions and Future Research

well as the increased ability to do verification in such a
system. We are also developing a scheme that uses algebraic signatures to check on the consistency of replicated
databases. It might even be possible to consider the use of
signatures as a means of concurrency control, since they can
detect inconsistencies between data and parity information.
While algebraic signatures are unsuitable as cryptographically secure hash functions such as MD5 or the SHA
family of secure checksums, they are ideally suited for use
in verifying remotely stored data in distributed systems.
The combination of low network bandwidth, reasonable
computation load, and resistance to malicious modification
make algebraic signatures ideal for verifying that data entrusted to remote storage systems is actually being maintained. By allowing the verification of large amounts of
stored data with minimal network impact, algebraic signatures have the potential to enable very large-scale verifiable
distributed storage systems.

In this paper, we introduced the use of algebraic signatures to check on distributed data stored outside of the
owner’s control. Algebraic signatures offer two primary advantages. First, algebraic signatures compress a large block
in a short byte string. The byte string can be made large
enough to make an accidental fit extremely unlikely. For
example, a 32 bit signature will suffer a collision with probability 2−32 and a 64 bit signature with probability 2−64.
This compression saves network bandwidth. Second, algebraic signatures interact well with linear error and erasure
correcting codes. Thus, algebraic signatures may be used to
verify that the parity and the client data are coherent without
the need to obtain the entire data and parity. Furthermore,
if the underlying code has error correcting capabilities, then
the signatures alone can diagnose which data is incorrect,
perhaps from an incorrectly performed update or a malicious storage site.
We use these properties to verify remote storage in two
different ways. If data is stored across a number of sites
using an m/n erasure correcting code, the use of a linear
code to generate the k = n − m parity chunks permits challenges based on algebraic signatures to check whether the
storage sites together store the same data. Using the error
correcting capacity of such a code, we can also determine
that one or a few sites which are in error. Second, and perhaps more intriguing for a system such as OceanStore, we
can check whether a set of colluding sites or even a single
site accurately stores the data entrusted to it. We do so by
breaking the object stored there into equal size data chunks,
adding a few parity chunks to it, and blinding all the data
stored there by XORing with a pseudo-random stream. Our
scheme then allows issuing challenges that only a site that
faithfully stores its data can answer correctly; it is probabilistically impossible for a site that does not know the secrets to generate a coherent set of signatures. This allows
inexpensive verification of large amounts of data with relatively low network communication costs.
Our signature scheme is flexible enough to easily generate such a diversity of challenges that storing precomputed
data instead of the data makes no sense to a cheating storage site. At the same time, each signature is small and
thus reveals little information about the stored data, even
if signatures are sent in cleartext. Furthermore, the signature generation process is fast, running at tens to hundreds
of megabytes per second. Thus, this approach can permit
the verification of very large quantities of remote storage
with minimal network bandwidth and acceptable amounts
of computation at the remote site.
We are currently implementing a simple peer-to-peer
storage system that uses algebraic signatures for verification, and expect to measure the reduction in bandwidth as
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